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Block-Based Detection Systems for Visual Artifact Location
Onno Eerenberg, Jeroen Kettenis and Peter H. N. de With

Abstract — The core of many video coding standards is formed by the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for decorrelating spatial video data. When quantizing DCT coefficients, artifacts may appear such as mosquito noise and ringing. Spatial artifact reduction requires artifact-location information, to control the filter process, thereby avoiding unnecessary blurring of non-visual artifact-contaminated regions. This location information can be derived either in the spatial or frequency domain. In this paper, we will present two systems: one for each domain. As coding artifacts are most annoying in flat or low-frequency regions, the objective of the detector is to localize these artifact-sensitive locations. The detection accuracy, coverage and sensitivity differ between the two different detection systems. Experiments have revealed that the spatial-domain system has a better performance on edge tracking and detection of small-sized flat region. However, the system degrades in separating originally present low-amplitude texture from artifact contamination, compared to the same capability of the frequency-domain system.

Index Terms — Compression, DCT, Graphics, Locator information, Mosquito noise, Ringing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image and video communication have largely benefited from the established standards (e.g. JPEG/MPEG) in compression techniques, achieved in the last decades. Many of the popular compression techniques deploy a 2D-DCT to decorrelate a block-based spatial region prior to quantization [4][5][6]. For cost-effective communication, not only irrelevant information, but also visually relevant information, typically in the form of high-frequency detail is lost due to quantization. The removal of such high-frequency information results in a variety of artifacts, such as lack of sharpness (blurring), and other visually noticeable artifacts, known as coding artifacts, which differ from analog television artifacts. Examples of typical coding artifacts are blockiness, ringing and mosquito noise [10][11]. State-of-the-art Liquid-Crystal-or Plasma-based flat-panel displays show a nearly perfect and sharp picture, clearly revealing any video imperfections, as the earlier mentioned coding artifacts [7] [8]. These modern digital televisions deploy Temporal Noise Reduction (TNR) or Motion Compensated Temporal Noise Reduction (MCTNR). The latter noise reduction removes dominant Gaussian noise and also influences the visibility of moving coding artifacts [1][9][13]. However, for the situation that a coding artifact is static, spatial filtering has to be applied to attenuate the disturbance [2][14]. Unfortunately, straightforward fixed spatial low-pass filtering attenuates also high-frequency information, thereby severely jeopardizing the overall picture quality. Therefore, we aim at enhancing the picture quality after decoding, with adaptive image processing, where the adaptivity concentrates on the filtering location and the applied filter characteristics.

Transform coding involving quantization, introduces artifacts, which are clearly noticeable around the transition between texture/edges and within flat/low-frequency regions [3], see Fig. 1(b-c). This observation forms a key feature for identifying locations where mosquito/ringing noise tends to be well visible.

Removal of static coding artifacts requires a two-step approach, consisting of an identification stage, followed by a reduction stage [10]. Coding artifacts differ in appearance, so is their detection. Detection of mosquito-noise contamination can be achieved by a variance calculation over a spatial region. For the situation that the variance meets a threshold constraint, that local spatial region is low-pass filtered [16]. Drawback of such a variance calculation is the risk of potentially indicating original texture as mosquito noise, which has to be compensated by limiting the applied low-pass filter strength, resulting in a sub-optimal design. In order to improve this method, information is required that reveals whether a pixel is contaminated with coding artifacts or part of a texture region. To improve the detector, neighboring edge information is added to the mosquito noise detector [17], thereby increasing the appearance probability of coding artifacts. Although this improves the discrimination between original texture and mosquito noise up to a certain extend, there is still a missing aspect.

Both variance-based and the edge-based enhanced coding artifact detection, do not consider the artifact visibility, which is essential to control the low-pass filtering strength. The detection of such artifact-contaminated locations requires an activity measurement, revealing the presence of a transition within a bounded region, followed by a spatial reasoning step, which results in a binary decision: contaminated versus not-contaminated. On the basis of this contamination information, a signal is constructed controlling the final low-pass filter strength.
In this paper we design and compare two block-based visual-artifact location-detection systems. The detection metric for finding visual artifacts is based on an *activity* measurement and is either computed in the spatial- or frequency-domain, deploying a detection kernel, which is implemented by a block-based window filter. This activity measurement, which reveals the amount of texture, turns out to be more effective in the frequency-domain compared to the spatial-domain detection system. As a consequence, the frequency-domain artifact detection system provides a better discrimination between the various textures and results in a binary decision for a group of pixels (filter-aperture) rather than a pixel-based decision. The aforementioned decision making is based on spatial reasoning, which is performed over a cluster of small-sized regions forming the detection aperture. In this paper we will show that this approach is effectively suppressing visible artifacts at clearly visible locations in the image, leading to a significant image quality improvement.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates on mosquito and ringing artifacts. Section III presents the system aspects for a visual-artifact location detector. Section IV discusses the spatial-domain based visual-artifact detector, while Section V presents the frequency-domain based visual-artifact detector. Section VI elaborates on the low-pass filter control signal. Section VII presents experimental results. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section VIII.

II. MOSQUITO AND RINGING ARTIFACTS

Visual mosquito noise appears in flat or low-frequency regions near the object boundaries, when the block-based transform region contains both parts of the flat background region as well as part of the object [1] [3] [11][12]. For the situation that the transform block size is 8×8 pixels, the mosquito noise can occur anywhere within the 8×8 block, resulting in a distance of up to 7 pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction relative to the location of the object, see Fig. 1(b)(c). This distance is increased for the situation of an up-scaled video signal e.g. SD to full-HD, see Fig. 1(d)(e). Mosquito noise is also introduced due to motion compensation mismatch [11], where the spatial prediction residual data may contain pixels that have high difference values, resulting in a high number of DCT coefficients, which will be quantized to meet the compression constraints, resulting in reconstruction errors, finally visible as mosquito noise.

Ringing, "ghosts" near edges, only occurs when a line segment of an object crosses the transform block in either horizontal or vertical direction, see Fig. 1 (b), whereby the ringing location depends on the location of the horizontal or vertical object in the transform block. The ringing effect is introduced by the quantization of the DCT coefficients during compression, and is known as the Gibb’s phenomenon [11]. Figure 2 indicates the appearance of mosquito noise, e.g. around the trees, see Fig. 2 (b), and ringing artifacts, e.g. at the vertical edge of the building, Fig 2. (d), introduced due to an 8×8 DCT transform with a constant quantization factor (Q=20).

III. SYSTEM ASPECTS FOR BLOCK-BASED VISUAL CODING ARTIFACT DETECTION

With the full block-based processing in video compression and the involved coding artifact generation, it is evident that the detection of associated artifacts should be block-based as well. This section presents the system aspects for block-based visual coding artifact detection.

- **Video Coding Standard.** The received video signal can be coded with MPEG-2 or a more advanced standard such as H.264/AVC. A major difference between these two standards is that H.264/AVC supports next to the 8×8 transform block size also the 4×4 transform block size. Detection of such a small-sized contaminated region may be challenging.

- **Video Resolution.** The received video signal can be either native resolution (SD or HD) or up-scaled (from SD to HD). A major difference between the two is that
the coding artifacts not only change in character, see Fig. 1(c) and 1(e), but are also located at a distance further away from the texture causing artifacts.

- **Influence of Deployed Block Size.** Whereas the frequency-domain activity detection-kernel consists of fixed-sized 4×4 blocks, the spatial-domain activity detection-kernel allows a construction with fixed-sized or unequally-sized blocks.

- **Separability of Detection and Spatial Reasoning.** Calculation of the activity measurement in the spatial- or frequency-domain and the associated spatial-reasoning phase can be separated. This enables the trade-off between the costs of embedded line-memories versus the costs of additional bandwidth in a unified-memory architecture-based SoC.

- **Low-Pass Filter Control.** The result of the artifact-location detection system is a control signal, which controls the final low-pass filtering strength. Abrupt changes of the low-pass filtering strength may introduce noticeable filtering artifacts. Such situation is avoided when applying a fade-in prior to and fade-out after the detected location, realizing a Gaussian-type filter kernel.

### IV. Detection System in Spatial Domain

Location detection of regions contaminated with mosquito noise or ringing-artifacts, involves an activity measurement, which reveals the presence of a transition in combination with the presence of a flat area or a low-frequency area for that region. In order to avoid the detection of individual edges, the activity metric in the spatial domain is based on a simple 2D high-pass filter, implemented as a 2D SAD according to

\[
SAD = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} [P(x, y) - P(x+1, y)] + \sum_{x} \sum_{y} [P(x, y) - P(x, y+1)]
\]

Hereby, \( P(x,y) \) denotes the spatial pixel location, while \( M \) and \( N \) denote the width and height of the sub-blocks constructing the detection kernel, see Fig. 3(a). For each pixel in the image, located at the centre of block \( H \), the block-based metric is calculated using a group of overlapped blocks, forming a spatial kernel aperture, see Fig. 3(a). Basically, the spatial kernel aperture size depends on the size of block \( H \), which contains the center pixel and therefore consists of an odd number of pixels, e.g. size 3×3 or 5×5 pixels. The activity detection kernel must be symmetric to avoid the detection to be biased in a certain direction. In order to detect small-sized flat regions, the block-size of centre block \( H \) must be kept small. The surrounding blocks in vertical direction (block \( C \) and \( M \)) automatically obtain the same width, whereas the blocks in horizontal direction (block \( F \), \( G \), \( I \), and \( J \)) have equal height. The remaining blocks may have different sizes to create a 2D-filter, with a behavior other than a basic box-filter. The flatness of the region covered by all blocks is now evaluated for the detection of visible artifacts. To this end, the 2D SAD value of each sub-region is compared see Fig. 3(b), against a threshold \( Th \) and \( Tl \), except sub-region \( H \), which is compared against threshold \( Th_{mos} \) and \( Tl_{mos} \). This specificity is used for the case that block \( H \) is situated in the transition between ‘flat’ and ‘texture’ or visa versa. As a result, for the centre block \( H \), the SAD classification is either ‘flat’, ‘texture’ or ‘mosquito’, while for the other blocks this is ‘flat’ or ‘texture’. Figure 3(c) depicts a basic block diagram for the spatial-domain artifact-location detector. For a uniform 5x5 SAD block size, Fig. 4 visualizes the main processing results of the spatial-domain artifact-location detection system. Fig. 4(b) depicts on a per-pixel basis, the 2D SAD calculated for the centre block \( H \). Fig. 4(c) shows the spatial detection performance for maximal sensitivity, while Fig 4(d) shows the detection result with a lower sensitivity, to reduce false-positive detections (controlled by \( T_{flat} \) threshold value).

By applying spatial reasoning, involving a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), followed by a Boolean equation, the calculated 2D SAD values are reduced to a binary signal,
indicating if the center pixel of sub-block \( H \) is contaminated. The constraint satisfaction problem is defined by

\[
\{X, D, C\},
\]

(2)

where \( X=\{A, B, C, \ldots, M, N, O\} \) is a set of 15 values, representing the calculated 2D SAD values, \( D \) the domain of possible 2D SAD values and \( C \) is a set of constraints, implemented as thresholds, as visualized in Fig. 3(b). Each element of \( X \) is evaluated and mapped onto the possible 2D SAD range, thus

\[
f : X \rightarrow D.
\]

(3)

The evaluation involves a comparison of the calculated 2D SAD value and the individual thresholds. The satisfaction of each SAD value to the imposed constraints, results in a binary indicator, being true or false. Hence, the evaluation results in each SAD value to the imposed constraints, results in a binary SAD value and the individual thresholds. The satisfaction of

For example, if the SAD value for sub-block \( A \) is smaller than

indicating whether the center pixel of sub-block \( A \) is contaminated.

This pixel-based decision function is based on

To this end, we define the following status parameters, describing block-based regions of equal status. These parameters are ‘low’, ‘flat’, ‘texture’ and ‘centre’. The Boolean equations to compute these status parameters are:

\[
\text{Low} = \{ l_A \land l_B \land l_C \land l_D \land l_E \land l_F \land l_G \land l_H \land l_I \land l_J \land l_K \land l_L \land l_M \land l_N \land l_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Flat\_top} = \{ f_A \land f_B \land f_C \land f_D \land f_E \land f_F \land f_G \land f_H \land f_I \land f_J \land f_K \land f_L \land f_M \land f_N \land f_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Flat\_bottom} = \{ f_A \land f_B \land f_C \land f_D \land f_E \land f_F \land f_G \land f_H \land f_I \land f_J \land f_K \land f_L \land f_M \land f_N \land f_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Flat\_left} = \{ f_A \land f_B \land f_C \land f_D \land f_E \land f_F \land f_G \land f_H \land f_I \land f_J \land f_K \land f_L \land f_M \land f_N \land f_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Flat\_right} = \{ f_A \land f_B \land f_C \land f_D \land f_E \land f_F \land f_G \land f_H \land f_I \land f_J \land f_K \land f_L \land f_M \land f_N \land f_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Tex} = \{ t_A \land t_B \land t_C \land t_D \land t_E \land t_F \land t_G \land t_H \land t_I \land t_J \land t_K \land t_L \land t_M \land t_N \land t_O \},
\]

\[
\text{Centre} = \{ \neg l_A \land \neg l_B \land \neg l_C \land \neg l_D \land \neg l_E \land \neg l_F \land \neg l_G \land \neg l_H \land \neg l_I \land \neg l_J \land \neg l_K \land \neg l_L \land \neg l_M \land \neg l_N \land \neg l_O \}\).\]

(5)

The above equations describe the spatial reasoning process associated to the right-hand block in Fig. 3(c). The result of this reasoning process is a pixel-based decision function, indicating whether the center pixel of sub-block \( H \) is artifact contaminated. This pixel-based decision function is based on the following Boolean equation

\[
\text{Mosquito} = (\text{Low} \land \text{Tex} \land \text{Flat} \land \text{Centre})\].

(6)

V. DETECTION SYSTEM IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN

As an alternative to the previous spatial-domain based detection system, we now define an activity detector in the transform domain. This can be defined using a 2D-DCT according to \( Y=AX^T \). Matrix \( X \) has size \( 4 \times 4 \) samples and \( A \) is a \( 4 \times 4 \) integer DCT transform matrix. After transformation, \( Y \)

holds a set of \( 4 \times 4 \) DCT coefficients describing the local video signal. The transform-domain activity filter kernel consists of the same number of sub-blocks as the spatial-domain kernel, see Fig. 5(a), with the difference that the sub-blocks must be equally sized and non-overlapping, because of the involved transformation. In order to reduce the wide variety of energy distributions of each \( 4 \times 4 \) region, the energy is matched with four video features as indicated by inequality Equations (7)—(10) below and visualized in Fig. 6(a-d).

\[
E_{\text{Un}} = \begin{cases}
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} |Y(u,v)|^2 & \text{if } Y(u,v) \geq 0, \\
E_{\text{MAX}} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(7)

\[
E_{\text{Vu}} = \begin{cases}
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} |Y(u,v)|^2 & \text{if } Y(u,v) \\leq T_{\text{Vu}}. \text{ otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(8)

\[
E_{\text{Hu}} = \begin{cases}
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} |Y(u,v)|^2 & \text{if } Y(u,v) \geq T_{\text{Hu}}. \\
E_{\text{MAX}} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(9)

\[
E_{\text{Mos}} = \begin{cases}
0 & \text{if } Y(u,v) < T_{\text{Un}} \land Y(u,v) \leq T_{\text{Hu}}. \\
E_{\text{MAX}} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

(10)

The above inequalities are measurements of the AC energy in the DCT blocks as indicated in Fig. 6, where the \( X \) locations are excluded from the energy calculation. For the situation that a feature does not apply, that feature is assigned a maximum energy level \( E_{\text{MAX}} \). When all supported features are assigned \( E_{\text{MAX}} \) none of the supported video features apply and the \( 4 \times 4 \) block is classified as ‘texture’. Prior to matching the supported video features, the 2D DCT coefficients can be quantized to influence the video feature matching. To illustrate this, Figure 7 depicts a basic block diagram for visual-artifact location detection in the DCT domain. Let

\[
F=[E_{\text{Un}} E_{\text{Vu}} E_{\text{Hu}} E_{\text{Mos}}]\) be the set of calculated video features for a single DCT block, see Fig. 6 and \( X=\{A, B, C, \ldots, M, N, O\} \) the set containing the finally selected video feature for each DCT block constructing the artifact detection kernel. The

Inference engine: \( E := \{\text{Un}, \text{Vu}, \text{Hu}, \text{Mos}\} \)

\[
\begin{array}{c|cccc|c|cccc|c|c}
\hline
\text{Col1} & \text{Col2} & \text{Col3} & \text{Col4} & \text{Col5} & \text{Feature priority} \\
\hline
A & B & C & D & E & 5 \text{ Uniform (Un)} \\
& & & & & 4 \text{ Vertical uniform (Vu)} \\
& & & & & 3 \text{ Horizontal uniform (Hu)} \\
& & & & & 2 \text{ Mosquito (Mos)} \\
& & & & & 1 \text{ Texture (Tex)} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{(a)} \quad \text{(b)} \quad \text{(c)} \quad \text{(d)} \]

\[\text{Fig. 6. Video features used for activity measurement in the transform domain. (a) Uniform area. (b) Vertical uniform. (c) Horizontal uniform. (d) Mosquito contaminated. Parameters a, b, c in the blocks are magnitudes of the DCT coefficients, hence } |Y(u,v)|, \text{ and are used in the feature calculation.}\]
resulting set of selected features in $X$ is based on feature ranking, see Fig. 5(b), whereby the uniform feature has the highest position and remaining features follow the order of Fig. 6(a-d) according to inequality

$$f(X_i) = \begin{cases} \text{Un} & \text{if } E_{F_u} < E_{M_{ax}} \\ \text{Vu} & \text{if } E_{F_u} = E_{M_{ax}} \land E_{F_u} \neq E_{M_{ax}} \\ \text{Hu} & \text{if } E_{F_u} = E_{M_{ax}} \land E_{F_u} = E_{M_{ax}} \land E_{F_h} \neq E_{M_{ax}} \\ \text{Mos} & \text{if } \forall f_i \in F \text{ with } f_i = E_{M_{ax}} \land E_{F_u} \neq E_{M_{ax}} \\ \text{Tex} & \text{where } \forall f_i \in F \text{ satisfy } f_i = E_{M_{ax}}, \end{cases}$$

(11)

with $X_i$ being a finally selected feature of set $X$.

As a next step for deciding whether the centre block $H$ is contaminated, we apply spatial reasoning to the set of finally selected features $X$ by employing a set of Boolean equations. In this way, set $X$ is reduced to a binary decision signal directly indicating the presence of contamination.

This spatial reasoning involves developing a set of rules empirically determined rules, based on the visibility of mosquito noise and ringing, occurring in the presence of flat or low-frequency regions in the vicinity of dominating texture. The empirical rules are based numerous coding experiments with a broad set of representative video sequences and subsequent visual inspection of the resulting picture quality.

Let us now explain the plausibility of the developed rules. Texture, denoted as $T_{str}$, is defined as one of the DCT blocks classified as 'texture', see Eqn. (12). With the presence of 'texture' according to Eqn. (12), we verify the presence of coding disturbance in centre block $H$, as specified by Eqn. (13). The presence of coding artefacts in centre block $H$ is only visible if there is a sufficiently flat region surrounding this block. Since the amount of flat-region possibilities surrounding block $H$ is very large, we have adopted a set of classification rules to describe such a region that results in visibility. This classification rule evaluates whether a 'flat' classified block has a direct neighbor with the same classification. For example, if block $A$ is 'flat', then we test if block $B$, $G$ or $F$ are also 'flat', as in Eqn. (14). A similar process is deployed for the remaining positions and columns of the detection kernel window, as given in Eqns. (15) and (16). The column-based results are combined by Eqn. (17), whereas the final 'flat' detection result is given by Eqn. (18).

In order to deploy the 'horizontal uniform' and 'vertical uniform' video features, Eqns. (19)—(22) are defined, which are combined into Eqn. (23), providing the detectors ringing component. The final artifact-location detection involves the combination of the individual Boolean parameter contributions, leading to Eqn. (24).

$$T_{str} = \begin{cases} 1 & 3.3 X_i \in X \text{ where } X_i = \text{Tex}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(12)

$$C_{nr} = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(13)

$$F_{\text{col}A} = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \lor (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(14)

$$F_{\text{col}F} = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \lor (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(15)

$$F_{\text{col}K} = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \lor (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(16)

$$F_{\text{col}A} = F_{\text{col}A} \lor F_{\text{col}F} \lor F_{\text{col}K}$$

(17)

$$R_t = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \land (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(19)

$$R_i = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \land (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(20)

$$R_{\text{br}} = \begin{cases} 1 & (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}) \land (X_{F_u} = \text{Un} \land X_{F_u} = \text{Un}), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(22)

$$M_{\text{mq}} = (T_{str} \land C_{nr} \land F_{\text{lat}}) \lor R_{\text{br}}$$

(24)
smooth filter transition for both on- and off-switching of the artifacts introduced by the filter operation, we perform a with a low-pass filter. In order to avoid visible switching resolution of the video picture i.e. SD, HD or up-scaled SD. Gaussian control of the low-pass filter further depends on the effectuation should not blur the content of the texture. This Gaussian filtering characteristics. For example, when the surrounding part of the filtering operation, we tune the shape of the Gaussian to adaptively match the nature of the surrounding video artifacts in the transition regions between flat and textured transitions. The video feature ‘mosquito’ enables the detection of potential noise regions to be concentrated along the textured region.

VI. LOW-PASS FILTER (LPF) STRENGTH CONTROL

The purpose of artifact location finding, is to remove the coding artifacts at the appropriate places, where they are typically visible. At those places, the noise should be removed with a low-pass filter. In order to avoid visible switching artifacts introduced by the filter operation, we perform a smooth filter transition for both on- and off-switching of the filter. This smoothness is obtained by a transient function that gradually increases or decreases the filtering strength. An advantage of this approach is to improve the final filtering coverage, as the detection is only block-based thus will leave open small areas with coding artifacts in the transition regions between flat and textured transitions. The Gaussian spread of the smooth filtering operation thereby also covers the open small regions not found by the detector.

As a refinement for the Gaussian on/off-switching of the filtering operation, we tune the shape of the Gaussian to adaptively match the nature of the surrounding video characteristics. For example, when the surrounding part of the detection signal is textured, the Gaussian filtering effectuation should not blur the content of the texture. This Gaussian control of the low-pass filter further depends on the resolution of the video picture i.e. SD, HD or up-scaled SD.

A. Influence of Video Resolution on Detection Aperture

Video coding-artifacts present in decoded Standard-Definition (SD) video are expanded when up-scaled to full HD, see Fig. 2(d-e). Hereby, this up-scaling ratio differs for horizontal and vertical direction, depending on whether the original video originates from conventional PAL or NTSC formats, e.g. generated by DVD players. For those formats there is also a difference in vertical up-scaling factor. For both formats, the up-scaling in horizontal direction is a factor 2.6, while for the vertical direction this up-scaling factor is either 1.9 for PAL-based video or 2.3 for NTSC-based video. From Fig. 2 (b) it becomes clear that for non-up-scaled formats, coding artifacts can occur at a distance of up to 7 pixels, with respect to the location from which the coding artifact originates. Such a situation occurs e.g. when an 8×8 region has a uniform behavior except for one corner pixel.

For artifact-location detection in SD or HD resolution on a per pixel basis, this results in 7 pixels in both horizontal (left, right) directions and 7 pixels in both vertical (up, down) directions, resulting in a final detection-kernel aperture of 15×15 pixels.

Sufficient detection coverage of artifact locations in up-scaled video requires the LP filter kernel to have an aperture, which equals 7 pixels times the up-scaling factor, resulting in 39×29 pixels for PAL and 39×33 pixels for NTSC.

B. None-Pixel Accurate Detection

The two block-based visual-artifact detection systems described in Section IV and V generate a low-pass filter control-signal for either a single pixel or a group of pixels. Visual-artifact location detection in either SD or HD resolution or up-scaled video, typically results in a gap between the detected locations and the actual ‘texture’ region see e.g. Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 8(d). This previously discussed gap, which has a typical width of a few pixels, can be bridged via the Gaussian control of the detected visual-artifact location.

C. Gaussian Aperture Control of Low-Pass Filter-Strength

The Gaussian control window is limited to blocks that are directly adjacent to the blocks, indicated by the artifact-location detection system. This enables a smooth filtering-strength operation. A smooth control particularly holds for the
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Fig. 11. Artifact-location detection in up-scaled video. (a) Up-scaled SD to HD video frame. (b) Artifact location detection using frequency-domain detection system with kernel size $20 \times 20$. (c) Artifact location detection using spatial-domain detection system with kernel size $19 \times 19$.

trade-off between hardware cost and artifact-location detection performance.

Figure 11 depicts the artifact-location detection and associated Gaussian filter control for both frequency- and spatial-based artifact-location detection systems. On average, the detection performance is equal, with some subtle differences, which have a resemblance with the native video detection performance.

Fig. 11 reveals a clear performance difference between the two detection systems. The frequency-based detection and corresponding filtering, clearly outperforms the spatial detection system. This is clearly visible in the background details of the image, which contain low-amplitude information. Due to the lack of discrimination, the spatial detection system, results in a filter control signal that leads to strong LPF, so that the background details become visibly blurred. The frequency detection system preserves the background details.

Although the locator information indicates where to apply LPF the LPF, see Fig. (9), is also controlled by an entropy calculation within a $3\times3$ region, which acts as a second guard for severe low-pass filtering. On the basis of the calculated entropy, the filter coefficients as well as the filter aperture are adjusted. In this way, the introduction of new artifacts due to severe low-pass filtering is limited, as depicted in Fig. 10(a)(b)(c)(d).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two efficient artifact-location detection systems, operating either in the spatial- or in the frequency-domain. The two detection systems are capable of detecting locations, which are potentially contaminated by visible mosquito noise or ringing. The concept deployed by both detection systems involves a feature detection measurement followed by spatial reasoning.

Both detection systems allow separation of the feature measurement and spatial reasoning stages, so that the involved embedded memory is significantly reduced. Furthermore, cost effective Boolean-based arithmetic is used for spatial reasoning, resulting in a low-complexity implementation and suitability for real-time operation. Separability is beneficial when detecting artifact-locations in up-scaled video, which theoretically requires a spatial reasoning aperture involving 33 lines.

The two detection systems yield a comparable performance, with several differences.

The spatial-domain based detection system has a good edge-detection performance and a high-quality tracking performance of the detected edge. However, the discrimination between intended texture and visual-artifact contamination is highly dependent on the selected block sizes. Limiting the vertical memory size of the artifact-location detection kernel, would reduce costs, but influences the final local-adaptive low-pass filtering, resulting in noticeable remaining artifacts. Good detection performance for SD/HD video is obtained for an artifact-location detection kernel with an aperture of $19 \times 13$ pixels and $19 \times 19$ pixels for up-scaled video, based on a fixed sub-block size of $5 \times 5$ pixels.

The frequency-domain based detection system has more coarse edge detection and tracking performance. However, the discrimination between intended texture and visual-artifact contamination is better compared to the spatial domain solution. Good detection performance for SD/HD video is obtained for an activity kernel with an aperture of $20 \times 12$ pixels and $20 \times 20$ pixels for up-scaled video, based on a fixed sub-block size of $4 \times 4$ pixels. The frequency-based solution is preferred over the time-domain system, because it offers far more control over the various forms of detection, distinguishing between a broad range of video details in foreground and background. This is enabled by the quantization stage, prior to the feature detection.
Both detection systems suffer from non-pixel accurate artifact-location detection with respect to the texture from which the artifact originates, so that a gap in detected artifact location occurs. We have proposed a Gaussian-shaped control for the subsequent low-pass filtering, to cover such gap areas. This smart filter control is adaptive to the local video features, thereby optimizing the smooth filtering performance without loss of texture details.
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